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years at the shad hatching works on the Hudson River, 
whenever an opportunity offered, to impregnate tfie sPllWh 
of the shad with the milt of the white bass. H13 says that 
these eggs have hatched out in quite as large a percentage 
as those impregnated with the shad milt. The young fish 
look very much like small shad, but their actions are so en
tirely different that they are readily distinguishable while 
in the hatching boxes. The attention of fishermen and 
others is particularly called to the fact that such hybrids now 
exiRt in the Hudson, and they are requested if any such be 
caught to make known the fact through the papers or other
wise, describing as particularly as possible the appearance, 
characteristics, etc., of the strange fish. 

EDISON'S ELECTRICAL GENERATOR. 
To the Editor of the Br>ientijic American: 

I citutific �lUtticau. l DECEMBER 6, 1879. 
wire, and make them irons, which ye call magnets, a leetle I fence, but they have patent locks on them. (What does this 
heftier, why then yer masheen will be bigger; and howbeit I mean?) This S isn't much of a doctor, and I wouldn't trust 
ye do these things, why ye'll have a bigger masheen. Big- him with a sick cat. He spells Jerusalem with a G, and his 
gel', did I say? No I Why? For the bearings of the obser- name is mentioned in connection with a neighbor's hen 
wation is in the application on it." This is perhaps one of ' roost." This letter of Z's is a great trouble to us, but I pro
Bunshy's greatest efforts. , test and persist that X is innocent. No one can foretell 

2. Mr, Upton neatly gets round to the remark that I de· I what is to come out of all this embarrassment. 
liberately state that current and foot pounds are the same, I But all this is supposition. Perhaps it isn't apropos of 
that energy is Jirectly proportional to the curnmt, etc., and anything. "The bearings of an obserwation is in the appli
he corrects and instructs me by remarking that" foot pounds I cations on it." 
are always measured by the square of the current," etc. ' 
Moreover, he says: "Dr. Seeley's distinction of outside from 
inside current seems to me rijiculous ." Mr. Upton, no 
doubt,made himself quity merry at the discovery of all these 
blunders of mine. Now I reply: Mr. Upton would not have 
discovered those blunders unless he had been looking for 
them; the wish is father to the thought. I do not think any
body else has found them, or is likely to find them. When 
we are obliged to write in the telegramic style, as we are 

CHARLES A. SEELEY. 

A Note from Mr. Edlson.-The Hughes Microphone 

and the Blake Transmitter. 

To the Editor of the Br>ientific American: 

In reference to t.he communication from T. D. Lockwood, 
which appeared in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (No. 21), No
vember 22, 1879, regarding the carbon telephone, I wish to 
say that his statement that the scien tific men of Europe have 
supported the claim of Hughes that the microphonic action is 
different from the carbon telephone, is absolutely false, and 
as It fact just the contrary is the case. Also that the Patent 
Office has declared that t.he Blake transmitter filed in the 
Patent Office in 1879 infringes several of my patents filed in 
1877. In fact there is not the slightest difference between 
the carbon transmitter and the so-called Blake transmitter, 
except in size of parts and delicacy of adjustment. 

. 

T. A. EDISON. 
Menlo Park, N. J., November, 1879. 

CROSS-BREEDING AMONG FISH, 

The letter of Mr. Upton, on page 337, is far from being sat- when limited as to time and space, we spontaneously take 
isfactory, at least to myself, for it tends to frustrate the rea- up abbreviated expressions which hypercritics might object 
lization of the plans I had suggested of relieving Mr. Edison to. Thus we may use the letter C for current or strength of 
from the appearance of having put forth a preposterous current or energy of current, and no one but the hypercritics 
claim for his electric generator. It has almost brought me will misunderstand or complain unless some positive ambigu
into the thick of a controversy; I barely escape and reserve ity results. Life is too short to write with a view of satisfy
my valor for another day. I protest that up to this time I ing the hypercritics. 1 might quote many precedents for 
do not know that there is any disagreement between Mr. the expressions I used, but I content myself with a single 
Edison and myself. Mr. Upton is indeed Mr. Edison's as· one, for the reason that it is from an authority which, I am 
sistant, and his letter purports to be authorized, and yet I sure, Mr. Upton greatly respects; the authority, please un
cannot find anywhere irrefragable proof that Mr. Edison is derstand, is not Mr. Edison: possibly it is Mr. Upton him
the author of the preposterous claim, or that he ever indorsed self. If Mr. Upton will turn to page 242 he will find thereon 
it. I believe it is hest, indeed, as I did in my article on page the preposterous claim as originally propounded, and he will 
305, to assume, until its falsity is proved, that Mr. Edison observe that the last two words are" external current." How Mr. Robert B. Roosevelt, so well known in connection 
in the matter of that preposterous claim, or anything else, is it now? Will Mr. Upton ever again say, "the distinction with fish breeding, is responsible for some surprising asser
has not treated with indignity the revered memories of Ohm, of outside from inside current seems to me ridiculous?" tions with regard to the inter-crossing of distinct species ?f 
Faraday, and the other fathers of electricity. Mr. Edison, After finishing my case, Mr.Upton goes on: "In conclu- fish. Some two years ago the eggs of a shad were placed III 

like myself, appears to love peace and quietness, and per- sion I may state that the methods which are employed for a pan of fresh water which could not have contallled any 
haps the guilty author of that preposterous claim will never testi�g Mr Edison's machines were fully described i . milt of the male shad. This done, the eggs were mixed with 
be discovered and punished. The disagreement which so paper read by me (in August) at the Saratoga meeting

ll 
o� t�e milt of a striped bass and t�ey were immedi�tely ferti

far is de'C'eloped is between Mr. Upton and myself only, and the American Association. At that time (in August), as hzed. They were then placed III the shad-hatchmg boxes, 
it will not long continue if he will take my advice. now full results were withheld until Mr. Edison was fully and fully 10,000 young cross-breeds were the result. They 

The matter in Mr. Upton's letter which is offered as es- satis
'
fied with the performance of the machine." .1 find in were turned into the river at t�e proper time, and it is not 

pecially pertinent to the preposterous claim is comprised in this pretty plain evidence that Mr. Edison did not-and this yet. time for them to return, If they follow the customs of 
the two following sentences: I have contended for from the first-put forth the prepos- i thell' mother. 

l."The writer of the article (on page 242) simply stated terous claim. He had full tests in August as well as on That the hybrids are likely to thrive and breed is thought 
that the machine was so constructed that when used at its October 11th, and of course he knew that he did not realize probable after the perfect success that has followed the cross
normal capacity the exterior resistance shall be nine times as that 90 per cent; if he had realized it, he would have been ing of the California salmon and the common brook tro�t. 
great as the internal, so that ninety per cent of the power of fully satisfied with the performance of his Ir::achine, for his Mr. Roosevelt says: "We h�ve crossed fifteen or twenty dlf-
the current could be used outside. " machine would be the greatest invention of all time. ferent breeds, and all successfully, and I can assure you that 

2. "Yet all that was claimed in the article (page 242) was Mr. Upton concludes by mentioning that Mr. Edison the result is a strong argum�nt in favor of Darwinism, for it 
perfectly true, and has been carefully verified." hopes soon to have a machine with a resistance ratio of 1 : 20. shows t?a� all fish .may possIbly have grown o�t of one or 

I have not been able to satisfy myself as to what are I trust this is not quite true. It would be almost brc two varIetIes. ThIS would account for what IS called the 
the intent and meaning of sentence 1. I cannot find out what calamity if Mr. Edison should employ his great ta�e�� o

l
n 'land-Io�ke� salmon ' which is found. in lakes .having . no 

"normal capacity" is. I cannot find out what the thing is such a puerility. I quote again: "His machine is so made commulll�at!O� wlt.h the sea. The 
.
0bJect of tlllS crossmg 

which was simply stated; why did not Mr. Upton state it that it would be impossible touse it with the same resistance and breedlllg IS to Improve the .fish, Just as they cross neat 
simply? Among various theories of the intent of sentence outside as inside, as it would heat the wire on the arma- cattle and horses, and even frUIts and flowers. The result 
1 which I have worked out, the most plausible is, that the ture so as almost to burn it, by carrying a current so much wil! be to ma�e fish food plenty, and �o ad� a larg� number 
sentence is a device like those terrible engines which Knicker- in excess of that for which it was intended." The truth of of queer fish to the number already m eXIstence. 
bocker, in his history of New York, relates were employed this must be evident to any one who is a tolerable expert on .... . _, ..... I • --��-
by the ponderous Dutch warriors. This theory derives con- machines; but I quote it as further evidence that Mr. Edison THE INTERN ATION AL DAIRY FAIR. 
firmation from the fact; which appears on page 308, that Mr. is not the author of the preposterous claim, and to raise the The second annual In ternational Dairy Fair in this city, 
Upton found it a fair thing to fire, without warning, at short query whether we cannot relieve Mr. Upton also from sus- to be opened in the American Institute building, December 
range, and point blank, hot shot of Calculus (!) right into a picion. 8, promises to be the largest and finest exhibition of the 
gentleman by the name of Weston. A few weeks since (suppose) the start1ing announcement kind ever held in this country. Nearly three thousand en-

But sentence 2 is direct, explicit, and emphatic. It is so was made in the papers that X, a dear and distinguished tries have already been made by intending exhibitors, and 
admirable in its way that I quote it again: "Yet all that was friend of mine, had lifted himself over a tall fence by pulling ten thousand dollars will be given as premiums. It is ex
claimed in the article was perfectly true, and was carefully on his boot straps. Many respectable people, influenced pected that at least 300 specimens of fine cattle will be 
verified." Now, as nothing was claimed (on 242) but what is ' mainly by their exalted and often proved faith in the ability exhibited, representing the most celebrated herds in the 
covered by t.he preposterous claim, this latter is signed, sealed, of X, accepted the announcement as true; for my friend country. Especial attention will be given to this depart
and indorsed; it is represented as having been verified; it was an eminent authority and exceedingly expert in the ment of the fair. In addition to many novelties there is 
is reasserted strenuously. Did Mr. Upton pen that sentence, matters relating to the alleged achievement. The hopeful promised an elaborate comparison of the methods of butter 
with the demonstration on page 305 before his eyes? people at once began speculations on the applications of X's and cheese manufacture as employed a hundred years ago 

I reproduce, from page 242, the preposterous claim: "Mr. discovery to rapid transit and other great projects. The and to-day in our best factories. 
Edison claims that he realizes ninety per cent of the power larger part of the community, however, remembering some- .. , • '.. _

. 
----

applied to this machine in effective external current," and thing of the little lessons in natural philosophy of their STEAM TOWING ON THE ERIE CANAL, 
thereupon soon follows the explanation that the great econ- school days, denied the claims set up for X, and they scoffed The first through tow on the Erie Canal from Buffalo to 
omy is due to the employing of a resistance ratio of 1 : 9. at him. At this juncture it seemed to me a proper thing Rochester, by the steam cable towing system, arrived at the 
For the demonstration of the fallacy of this I refer to page I and a duty towards a friend and to the public to make an latter city, November 18. The tow consisted of five canal 
305. I explanation. I said that the feat proclaimed was really an boats, carrying 1,200 tons of grain. The distance, 96 miles, 

I might stop here, far I have said all th:.t is required con- impossibility, that it was a contradiction of the law of action was covered in 39 hours, a saving of 23 hours as compared 
cerning the matter of the preposterous claim. Mr. Upton I and reaction; that the pulling up on the boot strap would with horse power. It is expected that the cable system will 
introduces several other and extraneous things which are cal- , be precisely balanced by the pressing down of the feet in the, be completed the entire distance from Buffalo to Troy, 345 
culated, like that sentence 1, to befog and lead astray the I' boots, etc. ; that my friend was of too good sense to claim' miles, shortly after the reopening of navigation in the spring. 
hasty reader, and I shall therefore briefly notice them. The. impossible performances; that the announcement was an The existing canal boats will be used without alteration, 
larger partof the letter is devoted to remarks which are aimed exaggeration, or came from a wicked partner, ctc. My ex. , and the boats will yield a larger revenue owing to the sav
more or less directly at myself personally. The general effect planation was calculated to pacify the scoffers and to make I ing of time on each trip. The traffic of the canal this year 
of these is substantially that of the trite retort, you're another; all lovely again. My friend had no call to say anything, i has been unusually great, and it is expected that the new 
but I meet them in detail by pointing out that a part are in- unless to indorse my explanation or to turn the whole affair' system will largely increase its capacity. 
tended to show that I had overlooked something important, into mild but pleasing entertainment by relating how the _ , ••• 
and the rest that I use technical terms ignorantly and reck- announcement originated in a little badinage of his, in which New Military Projectile. 

lessly. I he proposed to lift himself over the fence, by pulling on the Experiments have recently been carried on :.t Grenoble to 
1 .  After a very ingenious preJune, in which I am made to ' boot straps of his carriage after slinging them over a pulley, , test the efficacy of a new apparatus, made by M. Lamarre. 

take a rather funny part, the following climax is .reached: ! etc. But the affair is going to terminate differently and The invention consists of balls to be projected by guns of a 
"It seems never to have occurred to the doctor that it is in I sadly. For a gentleman by the name of Z, who is an assist- ' fortress for the purpose of throwing a strong light on the 
the power of the maker of the machine to exert this' moral! ant (some say a partner) of X, has written a letter to the, enemy's position during the night; the principal object be
suasion ' on the wire covering the armature, so that it shall' public which purports to be authorized by X, in which the' ing to prevent the digging of trenches or the performance 
be more effective and redouble its exertion when greater re- original claim is reasserted and enlarged. Mr. Z says: I of other military operations. Shortly after leav.ing the can
�istance is offere

.
d for it to overcome." Mr. Upton is correct; i ' Spring, at its normal capacity, is the pleasant est season of . non, the Lamarre fire ball discharges a light sufliciently 

1t re.ally never dId occ�r to me: But feeling that such a con-I the year. X never denied Newton's laws. Yet all that was' bright, and lasts long enough, to enable guns to be pointed 
fesslOn, on account of ItS breVIty, is rather weak, I append claimed in the papers was perfectly true, and has been care. at the works. The projectile is, moreover, provided with a 
t�e remarks of one whose opinions are worth their weight in fully verified. X has positively lifted him&elf over a fence grenade, which explodes after a certain time, and is designed 
dIamonds, and are the delight of the world: "If so be ye ten feet high, and it may be mentionrd that he hopes to lift to keep the enemy's troops away and prevent them from 
overhaul yer masheen, tack on yer armycheer a lee tIe more himself over a fence 20 feet high. There are· doors in the put�ing out the unwelcome light. 
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